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Software developers in Montabaur, Germany created a novel 
Question and Answer app 

 

Hello, 

in April 2022 our novel question and answer app Amicido goes online - available for free 
download in the Google- and Apple stores. The novelty, and the idea of it, is that the user 
can choose one of eight predefined question types already when creating the question, 
in order to achieve a certain result. The question types in detail are: 

 
Decision/Vote questions: 

 Yes/No - Single choice from two preset options, yes and no 

 Multiple Choice - Numerous selections of up to six options are possible 

 One Choice - A single selection of up to six options is possible 

Rating questions: 

 Best Rating - Ratings of up to six options between 1 - 5 stars 

Date/Organization questions: 

 Best Date - Selection of up to six dates 

 Block One - Reserve up to six options to block them out for others 

Entertainment / Knowledge questions: 

 Quiz - Define the correct answer with up to six options 

Open questions: 

 Free Reply - Requires the formulation of short essay answers or an upvote of 
existing answers 

 
Posted questions are pushed to the community, friends, and possible group members 
on the QBoard (Question Board), Amicido's home page. If one is interested in a question 
and would like to answer it, one can open it to vote, post an answer, or comment. 
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So why is it worth becoming an Amicido member?! Amicido is a contemporary, and 
hopefully a fast-growing, community to share, support, and learn from each other. Using 
our different question types to achieve meaningful results and the best solution faster 
allows creativity to run wild. Browsing the QBoard can also be very inspiring, as it brings 
to light questions you've never been asked before. 

We take precautions and don't track our members. Our only requirements to create an 
account are an email address and a freely selectable user name. 

 

 

About Amicido 

Amicido GmbH is a start-up company based in Montabaur, Rhineland-Palatinate, 
Germany. Founded in 2017, the company develops software. The main focus is on its' 
new Social Media Q&A App with the same name, “Amicido”. 
 
 
More press information under amicido.com/press 

 
Press contact: Mari Weinand-Reusch, Phone +49 2602 95039-10, E-Mail contact@amicido.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Download the Amicido App in the Stores 
 

    
 

Follow Amicido on 
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